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Welcome to all of you.
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Some clients a=ending today.
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Restaurants use dozens of types of systems to run their business, and the number of
categories con5nues to expand, and fragment.
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This slide highlights some of the systems our clients use. The logos circled in yellow
are used by the clients a=ending here today.
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Experience of the a=endees here today span from the very new to the very
experienced.
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We are happy to announce today the launch of our private Facebook group, the
Mirus Nerd Community. This site is designed to provide clients with a forum for the
exchange of ques5ons, answers and new ideas. Please join MNC today!
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An advantage of hos5ng this year’s conference in Houston is that all of the Mirus
employees can a=end.
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And now I introduce Dave Benne=, CEO of Mirus.
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Thank you Leslie
And, Welcome to all of you to MCON 2018. For Mirus, we celebrate our 19th year of servicing restaurant companies and we look
forward to celebra5ng our 20th year next year.
You know, for me, it is hard to believe how fast 5me is ﬂying. When we started Mirus most restaurant companies did not know
much about analy5cs and data warehousing.
In the past 15 years, the industry has come a long way in embracing the power of data, and con5nues to learn how to best apply
analy5cs to improve long term results.
We are happy to see so many faces today because we weren’t sure what the reac5on would be when we decided to move this
conference from Vegas to Houston. I am happy to see that it did not cost us any a=endance.
Over the course of the next two days, we will ask you a lot of ques5ons, but an important one will be your thoughts on loca5on
for next year. Do we con5nue to head East? Go back West? How about up North?
My favorite has always been the Caribbean, but many of you might have a problem jus5fying that with your chain of command.
You can expect me to ask you tomorrow where we should do this next year.
I see a lot of faces I do not yet know, and that is great. Over the next two days I hope to spend 5me with all of you to get a
be=er understanding of the issues you are managing and to get your ideas on things we can do to make your life be=er.
This conference started years ago with the simple objec5ve of providing for an exchange of ideas on how to make BI and data
analy5cs a key func5on in every restaurant company.
We have a bunch of presenta5ons and training session to provide to you our thoughts, but we need your thoughts as well. If we
say something along the way, please stop us and make sure we explain it to your sa5sfac5on.
Your ideas are important, and some great ideas started as a ques5on, so ask any and all or your ques5ons along the way.
This is your conference and we want to give you everything you need to go home with more conﬁdence and a few new ideas
you can apply with your company.
Okay, now I want to change topics.
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One thing I have learned at this conference over the years is that most of you do not see yourselves as the the pioneers you are.
You are all pioneers in the use of analy5cs in the restaurant space. And, by the end of tomorrow, hopefully you will have a few
new tools in your analy5cs toolbox to bring home.
When we launched Mirus, there were very few restaurant companies who were analyzing check level detail. Maybe less than a
dozen.
Today, almost every restaurant company has access to check level details, but the majority of them use it only in certain
situa5ons. Like reprin5ng a check for example.
And, it isn’t just Sales data any more. The range of data sources has mushroomed to dozens of systems.
Most of your colleagues are s5ll using Excel to put the daily reports together. A daily exercise of cut and paste from diﬀerent
silos of data.
As a Mirus client, you have access to a very diﬀerent world. And this world of analy5cs con5nues to evolve.
New algorithms and data models emerge every month or two, it seems. Data sources are also expanding well beyond the front
and back of house.
And, the number of people who need analysis skills is growing rapidly. These skills used to be required only in a few speciﬁc jobs,
but those days are fading.
Analysis skills are a necessity in more and more departments - its becoming just a part of the every day job.
This evolu5on towards analysis drives a lot of change in many organiza5ons.
We have observed many people who struggle to let go of the old way and embrace the new methods, like excep5on-based
repor5ng.
Helping clients navigate that change is part of the service we deliver through our Account Management team.
We are here to help with training, or exchanging best prac5ces of how other companies have managed this change. Let us know
how we can help you.
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Mirus has been delivering Self-service BI since the beginning. The genesis of the original code was to build a be=er plaeorms for
analysts to use to study data.
That was back in 1998. A key design objec5ve was to eliminate the need to know Sql or other technologies to use the plaeorm.
Our big-company compe5tors like Cognos and Microstrategy talk about self-service BI as if it is in their future. It is nice to be
ahead of them in this regard.
A simple deﬁni5on of self-service BI is the ability for anyone with a ques5on to go get the fact-based answer directly, without
having to request service from an analyst or IT.
This deﬁni5on focuses on access to the data, but there another result of self service BI is the need for more people to ask
meaningful ques5ons.
I have a quote from Gartner here that sums it up nicely, self-service BI is only as good as the ques5ons people ask.
The value created is ofen directly related to asking new and unique ques5ons of the data.
If the organiza5on does not evolve around self-service BI, it can lead nowhere. Just another shelfware.
Knowing what the data is telling you is everyone’s responsibility, not just a few elite.
On the other hand, you have to be careful that you don’t fall prey to analysis paralysis, or studying things that are not important
to your company.
Analysis is fundamentally a process of discovery. You might have an idea you start with, but many 5mes you end up with an
insight you just didn’t expect.
Following what the data is telling you is part of the process, and can lead to important discoveries.
However, there are also a lot of things that could be examined, but are far less likely to reveal any important new insight.
Just because you CAN study something doesn’t mean you SHOULD
Knowing the diﬀerence between an analysis that is likely to be valuable from one that is unlikely to be valuable is important.
I have a 5p for you right oﬀ the bat. Everyone knows what a Measure is, right? Right?
Well, my 5p is to encourage you to think about the data as being independent or dependent.
For example, Average Check is used by all restaurant companies. The math is simple: Total sales divided by Total check count.
It is a dependent measure. If you want to increase check average, the direct way would be to increase sales by upselling or
sugges5ve selling.
Deploying a sugges5ve or upsell program is something you can take ac5on on. The result of that ac5on will determine whether
Avg check increases.
In comparison, Discount Amount is ofen an independent variable. You can choose to oﬀer a discount or not, and that will
determine the value of Discount Amount.
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I men5oned that the science of analy5cs is changing quickly. Here is an example of that evolu5on.
These deﬁni5ons were lifed out of LinkedIn’s educa5on library. It breaks analy5cs into four categories.
The important thing here is that 5 years ago, you would have seen a much diﬀerent taxonomy because concepts like Discovery
hadn’t been formulated.
The ﬁrst two type of analysis should feel familiar to most of you. Descrip5ve analysis answers the WHAT ques5on, like what
happened with sales yesterday.
Predic5ve analysis is more about the future and what is likely to occur given recent and not-so-recent events.
For those of you who have heard me explain the Informa5on Learning Curve, you might recall that these ﬁrst two were clearly
part of the deﬁni5on.
If you haven’t heard me talk about the ILC, you are in luck - I will discuss it more in my closing comments tomorrow.
The last two categories of analysis in this taxonomy are powerful concepts that are rarely, if ever, applied in restaurants today.
Discovery is unique in that it implies that the human doesn’t have to do anything - its all done by algorithms.
This is where the system is smart enough to understand a change in the pa=ern of data that requires a human to inves5gate.
When you set up an alert on an excep5on report, you have created a mini version of discovery. If there are any results that ﬁt
the condi5on you set, an alert is sent.
However, the intent within this taxonomy takes it to a whole new level. In the alert example, you set a ﬁlter value on a measure.
In this deﬁni5on of Discovery, the system takes it upon itself to ﬁnd any signiﬁcant changes to the data and brings it to your
a=en5on. You don’t set the threshold.
Finally, there is Prescrip5ve Analysis. In this model the system delivers a recommended ac5on, not data. The human is expected
to read and react to the direc5on.
I am sure this rubs some people the wrong way, but we have already embraced this concept in our daily lives. How many of you
have a Fitbit, or other monitor?
Nowadays, you phone is probably keeping track of your steps. These devices tell us when to get up and move around. And some
of pay a=en5on to it!
When we ask Google or Siri to remind us of something, we are asking the device to just tell us when its 5me to take ac5on.
So, instead of giving the Manager the relevant data that would lead them to take a speciﬁc ac5on, the system just tells them to
take the ac5on without giving them the data reason why.
Sounds like science ﬁc5on? It is happening as we speak. Within the next few years, Prescrip5ve analysis will take center stage in
the analy5cs space.
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I want to spend a couple of minutes on the con5nued evolu5on of the restaurant industry.
I have been fortunate to observe this industry for more than 40 years, and the only consistency from year to year is change.
Over that 5me, I have witnessed the maturity of the industry, from one of high growth to one where growth is expected to
reﬂect the growth in popula5on, or GDP.
There are roughly 650,000 restaurants in the US, and that number peaked in 2015. For the past two years, the number of
restaurants has declined.
Last year, there was a 2% decline overall but all of it was in the small and independent part of the business. Chains maintained
their store counts.
Independents lost 3% of their stores, but they s5ll maintain a lead over chains in total number of loca5ons.
Alan is going to have a bit more data on the industry later today.
The chart at the top shows the trend of prices in restaurants versus grocery stores. These two industries have been ﬁgh5ng a
zero-sum game for over 60 years, and recent stagna5on in commodity prices have given grocery a price advantage.
The gap has been reduced in the past couple years, but the cumula5ve eﬀect has made restaurants much more expensive
versus cooking at home.
This condi5on tells me that restaurants cannot con5nue to increase prices without the consequence of reduced traﬃc.
And, of course, we all know that labor is hard to ﬁnd.
When you do ﬁnd people, they are ofen very expensive and not well trained.
We are in the 5ghtest labor market since I was in high school (yeah, I am that old). Last week the government published the
latest jobless claims report. It was 1969 the last 5me this few people ﬁled for unemployment.
It’s important to keep in mind that the number of people working in the US at that 5me was roughly half today’s number. We
may not see this level of employment ever again.
The minimum wage increased in many ci5es across the country, and in a handful of states.
Even Walmart aﬀects the minimum wage as they increase their minimums to $15. If a cashier can make more money down the
road at Walmart, it will be hard to keep them.
We have seen a lot of crea5vity with non-wage incen5ves to retain employees. Be=er hours, be=er beneﬁts, and more training
are some of the techniques being used by some companies.
Next slide
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Traﬃc has been a major problem for most restaurant companies in the past few year. We are now in
the third year of declining customer traﬃc.
There was a story last week in QSR Magazine about Cracker Barrel discussing how they have a guest
traﬃc problem. My ques5on is what took them so long to no5ce the elephant in the room. It is not
exactly a new phenomenon.
You can see in this graph the blue columns are same store sales growth, and the dark line is same
store traﬃc growth. Sales were in decline a few years back, but seem to have stabilized.
But traﬃc is s5ll nega5ve. Recently the trend has improved, but other than a random day or two here
and there, the industry con5nues to loose customers.
No one is certain what is causing traﬃc to drop. But, everyone has an opinion. Some think it is a
lifestyle change of the millennials while others think it Grocery. I have even heard that Delivery could
be to blame somehow – I don’t think so.
When results are not good, things change rapidly. We have seen a steady stream of CEO
replacements. Some5mes is seems like musical chairs with many of the same people moving from one
company to another.
We have also seen some amazing mergers and acquisi5ons. Buﬀalo Wild Wings was bought by Arby’s
and became Inspire Brands. Yesterday we learned Inspire Brands just bought Sonic. There is a lot of
buying and selling fueled in part by cheap money.
And, we have seen a spike in bankruptcies. Now, even in a good year, bankruptcies are common in the
restaurant space. Restaurant companies that do not have a strong balance sheet are at risk in the
event the economy enters a recession.
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In the restaurant business we know the customer is not always right, but they are constantly changing
what the like and dislike.
Right now, convenience seems to reign supreme. Restaurants are struggling to service customers who
want their order now, and delivered to them.
You food not only has to taste great, it has to have a story about where it was grown or raised.
Customers want to know they are buying something sustainable and good.
Social causes are part of that in a way. Corpora5ons are viewed with suspicion, especially if they do
not talk about how they help their communi5es.
As is ofen the case with restaurants, we have to be will to adapt or suﬀer the consequences.
This is where data can separate you from your compe55on. By examining more details you can
iden5fy root causes of issues and address them faster than your compe55on.
We all have experience and ins5ncts, and they are cri5cal tools. But, a good data scien5st will avoid
the tempta5on of ac5ng just on their ins5ncts.
Look for corrobora5ng evidence in the data. Prove your hypothesis. Exercise a bit of the scien5ﬁc
method. Make sure you’re right before you take ac5on.
Part of the adapta5on this 5me is understanding the people you hire may not have a lot of restaurant
experience.
Training will be required to make sure they can deliver on your brand promise. With compe55on this
intense, service is essen5al to separate yourself from your compe55on.
Lately, I have read more about companies focusing on the customer experience more than at any 5me
in recent memory.
Your customers have more choices than ever, and restaurants have to be prepared to oﬀer an notable
experience to keep customers coming back.
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My ﬁnal topic for this morning is Delivery. It is probably the ho=est of all the topics
this year.
Tomorrow we will work on an exercise that works through some of the issues we
have been reading about in the press lately.
I believe it is fair to say it is too early to know the long term impact of delivery.
But, there are a lot of concerns about controlling the guest experience. And whether
to use a 3rd party delivery service or build it yourself.
While more sale is typically good for any restaurant, delivery sales can put stress on
opera5ons.
If the customer is going to the 3rd party site to order and pays the 3rd party, it’s a fair
ques5on to ask Whose customer is it anyway?
Finally, the prolifera5on of aggregators and delivery companies could be crea5ng an
overchoice dilemma for the customer.
Next slide
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Let’s see a show of hands: How many of you have delivery or are tes5ng it?
So, keep your hand up if you use a 3rd party to pick up the food and deliver it.
Now, raise your hand if you have your own delivery team.
Deliver it yourself or use a 3rd party. Those are the op5ons everyone faces.
The ini5al costs of doing it yourself are signiﬁcant. You have to develop a phone app for ordering and paying.
And for many companies, it is not clear if delivery is going to bring in new sales, or cannibalize exis5ng eat-in sales.
This is why 3rd party delivery is so popular. You can sign up today and deliver tonight in some cases.
Regardless of which method of delivery you choose, do you know how you are going to measure whether delivery is good for
your business or not.
I discussed this topic with a number of clients, and measuring success is ofen a challenge for them.
Is the success of the program the impact on top-line or bo=om-line? or is it Customer Sa5sfac5on?
You might not have considered there is an issue with controls. If you use a 3rd party, they collect the order and the payment.
That cash stays with the 3rd party un5l they pay you - which could be weekly or maybe even once a month. How will you know
whether they paid you everything they should?
In essence this is a reconcilia5on problem, just like with cash and credit cards. I am ﬁnding many companies who did not
consider this before deployment.
Either way, be prepared to take a hit to cash ﬂow in the startup.
If you build it yourself, the cost of development is signiﬁcant. If you go 3rd party, there is a signiﬁcant latency between incurring
the food cost and the arrival of cash.
In my research of delivery plaeorms I was surprised how few of them can actually put the order into your POS. It is quite rare.
Entering the order into the POS is ofen performed manually by someone reading a tablet and entering the order in the
restaurant POS.
If you are going to build it yourself, gerng the order automa5cally sent to your POS would be a big improvement opera5onally.
And , that’s a wrap for me! I hope you have a great 5me exploring and learning over the next two days. Leslie will come back up
here and let us know what is next. Leslie?
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Up next are two training sessions.
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